Scanning tunneling microscopy has been used to study the modification of tin diselenide (SnSe,) and molybdenum disuhide (MO&) surfaces in ultrahigh vacuum. We have shown that there are positive bias voltage pulse thresholds that must be exceeded to remove material from the surfaces of SnSe2 and MoS,. The voltage threshold for modification of SnSe2( + 1.4 V) is significantly smaller in magnitude than the threshold for modification of MoS,( + 3.5 V) . These threshold results and tip-sample distance dependence data suggest that modification occurs by field evaporation. Additionally, near threshold pulses create stable atomic sizes defects that can be erased by high voltage scanning.
cleaved in vacua prior to the start of an experiment. Images were acquired in the constant current mode using Pt-Ir alloy (80%-20%) tips; similar results were also obtained using clean W tips. Square wave bias-voltage pulses (< 1 ms) were used to modify the surfaces. The pulses were applied after opening the feedback loop and moving the tip ~0.5 nm towards the sample surface.
Images of SnSe, and MoS, surfaces cleaved at =: lo-" Torr are atomically ordered [Figs. 1 (a) and 1 (b)]. Both surfaces are aIso stable during repetitive imaging in UHV, and are thus ideal for modification studies. To this end we have investigated the etfects of applying short voltage pulses between the sample and tip. In these experiments the feedback loop was stabilized for tunneling resistance of lo8 a; this sets the relative tip-sample separation. Rectangular pulses 500 ps in duration were then applied after opening the feedback loop and moving the tip ~0.5 nm towards the surface. We find that there are distinct pulse height thresholds to remove material from the surfaces of SnSe, and MO&. The modification threshold using the above pulse sequence is + 1.5 ho.2 V for SnSe, (bias relative to the sample) and +3.6*0.3 V for MoS,." Notably, we find that pulses applied close to these modification threshold values can remove single atoms from the surfaces of both materials [Figs. 1 (c) and 1 (d)]. Typically, holes consisting of l-4 vacancies are produced on the SnSez surfaces, although single atom vacancies can be made on the MoS, surfaces. Studies of WSe2 showed previously that features can be made by bias-pulsing.88y In one study pulsing induced a deformation of the lattice, but did not remove material from the surface.* A later study of WSe, showed that material could be removed from the surface, however, the features obtained in this work were ~10~ larger than produced in the present investigations. Our new studies demonstrate that there is a threshold for producing atomic size holes, and that this threshold depends strongly on the nature of the metal-dichalcogenide material.
The distinct pulse height thresholds to remove material from the surfaces of these materials indicates that an electric field based mechanism is operative. This conclusion is further supported by the fact that similar amplitude pulses applied without moving the tip towards the surface do not modify the surface. Although we have not yet quantitatively mapped out the distance dependence of the threshold voltage, these data do suggest that the magnitude of the electric field is important in the modification process. I2 The most straightforward mechanism involving the electric field would be field evaporation of positive ions or clusters. This mechanism has recently been suggested to explain modification of Si ( 111) surfaces,' and is consistent with the distinct positive bias threshold that we observe. It is also possible that field emission of electrons from the tip and subsequent heating contribute to the modification process; however, it is unlikely that this is the dominant pathway since the threshold for modification of SnSez and MoS, are so different. Studies designed to probe the possible role of field emission and local heating are currently in progress. These and other experimental and theoretical investigations will be needed to address fully the mechanism and energetics of modification.
It is important to note that the threshold for modification is significantly larger on MoS, versus SnSe2. This observation is consistent with the substantially stronger Mo---S versus Sn-Se bonding in these materials, and recent atomic force microscopy (AFM) studies which show that tip-induced wear proceeds more slowly on MoS,.t3 In addition, high bias voltage scanning (below) provides evidence supporting this conclusion. These results have several important implications. First, they suggest that the bias voltage pulsing technique can be used to assess (at least qualitatively) surface stability and the strength of surface-adsorbate bonds. Additionally, the material dependent modification thresholds indicate that material selective nanolithography will be possible in heterostructures derived from these solids.
Last, we find that these atomic size holes are stable under normal UHV imaging conditions.14 These features can thus be envisioned as memory bits. This is not only a write-once/read-many-times type of memory since it also possible to erase the features by scanning at high bias voltages. Imaging SnSe, and MO& at bias voltages > 1.7 and > 4.5 V, respectively, leads to the removal of MX2 layers within the scan window in a layer by layer process (Fig.  2) . The observation of a threshold for material removal when scanning further supports the intrinsic nature of the voltage pulse threshold discussed above. Because material removal at these high voltages occurs only if a surface feature/defect is present, it is possible to write (by pulsing) stable features that can be read by low bias vohage imaging, and then erase the system under high bias scanning. Since the erasing process ideally corresponds to the removal of a single layer (z-6 A) a l-mm-thick film could yields lo6 cycles.
In conclusion, we have used an UHV STM to study the modification of SnSe, and MoS,. We have shown that there are positive bias voltage pulse thresholds that must be exceeded to remove material from these surfaces, and that the threshold for modification of SnSe, is significantly smaller than MoS,. Voltage pulses applied near threshold were also shown to create stable single atom defects on both surfaces. In addition, our results indicate that material selective nanolithography could be carried out on metal dichalcogenide heterostructures and that erasable features can be written on these surfaces. Thus, we believe that the metal dichalcogenides should be considered further for STM-based lithography processes in the future.
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